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Abstra t
The history of s hema languages for XML is an in rease of expressiveness. While early
s hema languages mainly fo used on the element stru ture, Clark rst paid an equal attention
to attributes by allowing both element and attribute onstraints in a single regular expression.
In this paper, we investigate an algorithmi aspe t of Clark's me hanism ( alled \attributeelement onstraints"), namely, interse tion and di eren e operations and in lusion test, whi h
have been proved to be important in stati type he king for XML pro essing programs. The
ontributions here are (1) proofs of losure under interse tion and di eren e and de idability of
in lusion test and (2) algorithm formulations in orporating a \divide-and- onquer" strategy for
avoiding an exponential blow-up for typi al inputs.
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Introdu tion

XML [3℄ is a standard do ument format that omes with two notions: data and s hemas. Data are
tree stu tures and basi ally have two major onstituents, elements, whi h are tree nodes forming
the \skeleton" of do uments, and attributes, whi h are auxiliary name-value pairs asso iated with
ea h element. S hemas are a me hanism for imposing onstraints on these two stru tures, and what
kinds of onstraints they an use is de ned by a s hema language.
Numerous s hema languages have been proposed and their history has been basi ally how to
in rease expressiveness, allowing ner- and ner-grained ontrols to the stru ture of do uments. At
rst, the main interest of the designers of s hema languages (DTD [3℄, W3C XML S hema [10℄, and
RELAX [24℄) was elements, and by now this pursue has mostly onverged|most s hema languages
use regular expressions for des ribing this part of data. On the other hand, the treatments of
attributes have been rather simplisti . For example, DTD allows us to spe ify ea h individual
attribute to be either required or optional. However, there has been a big demand for a higher
expressiveness, in parti ular, involving interdependen y among elements and attributes, e.g., \a
person element must have either a name subelement or a name attribute, not both." Su h a
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onstraint either annot be expressed or requires an exponentially large des ription in early s hema
languages.
Re ently, James Clark, in his s hema language TREX [6℄, proposed a des ription me hanism
alled attribute-element onstraints for over oming this short oming. The kernel of his proposal is to
allow mixture of onstraints on elements and those on attributes in a single \regular" expression,
thus a hieving a uniform and symmetri treatment of two kinds of stru ture. The expressive
power yielded by this me hanism is quite substantial|in parti ular, the above-mentioned attributeelement interdependen y an be represented in a simple and straightforward manner.
In this paper, we pay attention to an algorithmi aspe t of attribute-element onstraints. Spe ifi ally, we investigate interse tion and di eren e operations (i.e., ompute a new s hema representing
the interse tion of or di eren e between given two s hemas) and in lusion test (i.e., he k if any
instan e of one s hema is that of another). Studying these has not only been a tradition in formal
language theory, but also is strongly motivated by an important appli ation: stati type he king
for XML pro essing|program analysis te hnology for dete ting all run-time type errors at ompile time. Indeed, the re ent series of papers have used these operations in ru ial parts of their
type he king algorithms [17, 11, 25, 21, 23℄. For example, interse tion is used in almost all of these
languages as the ore of type inferen e me hanisms for their pattern mat hing fa ilities; di eren e is used in XDu e type inferen e for pre isely treating data ow through prioritized pattern
lauses [18℄; and, perhaps most importantly, in lusion test is used for \subtyping" in many of the
above-mentioned languages.
The main ontributions that we made in this work are twofold: (1) proofs of losure under
interse tion and di eren e and de idability of in lusion and (2) algorithms based on a \divide-andonquer" te hnique.
While losure under interse tion an be obtained in a straightforward way, that under di eren e
is slightly tri ky. We rst fail to prove losure under di eren e due to attributes' spe ial properties
(i.e., ordering among attributes is insigni ant and the same label annot o ur in the same set,
whereas elements are opposite in both respe ts). However, we dis over that we an regain the
losure by imposing a few simple synta ti restri tions. Although these bring a small \bump" in
the system, the ompromise in expressiveness seems a eptable for pra ti al purposes as we will
dis uss in Se tion 3.3.1. These arguments may appear to imply that in lusion test also needs the
same restri tions sin e in lusion test is usually done by omputing a di eren e and then testing the
emptiness. On the ontrary, they are not needed sin e our in lusion algorithm omputes, rather
than an exa t di eren e, an \approximate" di eren e whose emptiness is exa tly the same as the
di eren e. One pra ti al impli ation from this is that, for appli ations that use only interse tion
and in lusion (not di eren e), the above-mentioned synta ti restri tions an be elided, whi h may
help keeping leanness of the appli ations.
We have further made e orts to make the algorithms for interse tion, di eren e, and in lusion
more pra ti al. We an think of a naive de ision pro edure that ompletely separates onstraints
on attributes and those on elements from their mixture. However, this easily blows up even for
typi al inputs as explained in Se tion 3. Although this explosion seems not avoidable in the worst
ase, we an make the algorithm eÆ ient in most pra ti al ases by partitioning given onstraint
formulas into orthogonal subformulas and pro eeding to the orresponding subformulas separately.
The basi idea is taken from Vouillon's in lusion algorithm for shue expressions [26℄, but has not
been applied to the setting of attribute-element onstraints. Our spe i ontributions here are
thus the onditions to apply partitioning and the proofs of orre tness.
This work has been arried out in ollaboration with ommittee members of the new s hema
language RELAX NG [8℄. As a result, aiming for losure under booleans, RELAX NG adopted the
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synta ti restri tions des ribed in this paper. Boolean algorithms for attribute-element onstraints
have been presented in an informal workshop paper by the present authors [16℄. The addition
in this paper is the full treatment of \single-attribute expressions" (de ned in Se tion 2) and the
in lusion algorithm.
2

Attribute-element

onstraints

In our framework, data are XML do uments with the restri tion that only elements and attributes
an appear. That is, we onsider trees where ea h node is given a name and, in addition, asso iated
with a set of name-string pairs. In XML jargon, a node is alled element and a name-string pair
is alled attribute. For example, the following is an element with name arti le that has two
attributes key and year and ontains four hild elements|two with authors, one with title, and
one with publisher.
<arti le key="HosoyaMurata2002" year="2002">
<author> ... </author>
<author> ... </author>
<title> ... </title>
<publisher> ... </publisher>
</arti le>

The ordering among sibling elements is signi ant, whereas that among attributes is not. The
same name of elements an o ur multiple times in the same sequen e, whereas this is disallowed
for attributes.
Attribute-element onstraints des ribe a pair of an element sequen e and an attribute set. Let
us illustrate the onstraint me hanism. Element expressions des ribe onstraints on elements and
are regular expressions on names. For example, we an write
author+ title publisher?

to represent that a permitted sequen e of hild elements are one or more author elements followed
by a mandatory title element and an optional publisher element. (Note that the explanation
here is informal: for brevity, we show onstraints only on names of attributes and elements. The
a tual onstraint me hanism formalized later an also des ribe ontents of attributes and elements.)
Attribute expressions are onstraints on attributes and have a notation similar to regular expressions. For example,
key year?
requires a key attribute and optionally allows a year attribute. (We prepend an at-sign to ea h
attribute name in order to distinguish attribute names from element names.) A more omplex
example would be:
key ((year month?) j date)
That is, we may optionally append a month to a year; or we an repla e these two attributes with
a date attribute.
Attribute expressions are di erent from usual regular expressions in three ways. First, attribute
expressions des ribe (unordered) sets and therefore on atenation is ommutative. Se ond, sin e
names annot be dupli ated in the same set, we require expressions to permit only data that
3

onform to this restri tion (e.g., (a j b) a? is forbidden). Third, for the same reason, repetition
(+ ) is disallowed in attribute expressions. We provide, however, \wild- ard" expressions that allow
an arbitrary number of arbitrary attributes from a given set of names (dis ussed later).
Attribute-element expressions or ompound expressions allow one expression to mix both attribute expressions and element expressions. For example, we an write
key year? author+ title publisher?
to require both that the attributes satisfy key year? and that the elements satisfy author+
title publisher?. The next example is a ompound expression allowing either a key attribute or
a key element, not both.
(key j key) year? author+ title publisher?
In this way, we an express onstraints where some attributes are interdependent with some elements. (Note that we an pla e attribute expressions anywhere|even after element expressions.)
In the extreme, the last example ould be made more exible as follows
(key j key)
(year j year)?
(author j author+ )
(title j title)
(publisher j publisher)?
where every pie e of information an be put in an attribute or an element.
In addition to the above, we provide \multi-attribute expressions," whi h allow an arbitrary
number of attributes with arbitrary names hosen from a given set of names. Multi-attribute expressions are useful in making a s hema \open" so that users an put their own pie es of information
in unused attributes. For example, when we want to require key and year attributes but optionally
permit any other attributes, we an write the following expression (where (*nkeynyear) represents
the set of all names ex ept key and year).
key year (*nkeynyear)
Although our formulation will not in lude a dire t treatment, multi-attribute expressions an be
even more useful if ombined with name spa es. (Name spa es are a pre xing me hanism for names
in XML do uments; see [2℄ for the details.) For example, when we are designing a s hema in the
name spa e myns, we an write the following to permit any attributes in di eren e name spa es
(where myns:* means \any names in name spa e myns").
myns:key myns:year (*n(myns:*))
Apart from the kinds of name sets des ribed above, the following an be useful: (1) the set of all
names, (2) the set of all names in a spe i name spa e, and (3) the set of all names ex ept those
from some spe i name spa es. (In fa t, these are exa tly the ones supported by RELAX NG [8℄.)
2.1 Data model
We assume a ountably in nite set N of names, ranged over by a; b; : : :. We de ne values indu tively
as follows: a value v is a pair h ; i where
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 is a set of pairs of a name and a value, and
 is a sequen e of pairs of a name and a value.
A pair in and a pair in are alled attribute and element, respe tively. In the formalization,
attributes asso iate names with values and therefore may ontain elements. This may appear odd
sin e XML allows only strings to be ontained in attributes. Our treatment is just for avoiding
the need to introdu e another synta ti ategory for attribute ontents and thereby simplifying the
formalism. We write  for an empty sequen e and 1 2 for the on atenation of sequen es 1 and
2 . For onvenien e, we de ne several notations for values.
a[v℄
 h;; ha; v ii
a[v℄
 hfha; v ig; i

h 1; 1i h 2; 2i  h 1 [ 2; 1 2i

 h;; i
For example, a[v℄ b[w℄ [u℄ means hfha; v i; hb; w ig; h ; uii. We write V for the set of all values.

2.2 Expressions
Let S be a set of sets of names where S is losed under boolean operations. In addition, we assume
that S ontains at least the set N of all names and the empty set ;. Ea h member N of S is alled
name set.
We next de ne the syntax of expressions for attribute-element onstraints. As already mentioned, our expressions des ribe not only top-level names of elements and attributes but also their
ontents. Sin e, moreover, we want expressions to des ribe arbitrary depths of trees, we introdu e
re ursive de nitions of expressions, that is, grammars.
We assume a ountably in nite set of variables, ranged over by x; y; z . We use X; Y; Z for sets
of variables. A grammar G on X is a nite mapping from X to ompound expressions. Compound
expressions are de ned by the following syntax in onjun tion with element expressions e.
::= N [x℄+ e ::= N [x℄

N [x℄
eje
ee
e+

j

e

We all the form N [x℄+ multi-attribute expression (as mentioned) and N [x℄ single-attribute
expression. (As we dis uss in Se tion 3.3.1, we an en ode single-attribute expressions by multiattribute expressions in the ase of nite name sets, and this seems to be suÆ
ient in pra ti al
S
uses.) We de ne FV( ) as the set of variables appearing in and FV(G) as 2dom( ) F (x). We
require any grammar to be \self- ontained," i.e., FV(G)  dom(G), where dom(G) is the domain
of G. In the sequel, we use the following shorthands.
a[x℄+  fag[x℄+ a[x℄  fag[x℄

a[x℄
 fag[x℄
 + j

?
 j
N [x℄  N [x℄+ j 
We forbid on atenation of expressions with overlapping attribute name sets. That is, we rst
de ne att( ) as the union of all the attribute name sets (the N in the form N [x℄+ or N [x℄)
x
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G

appearing in the expression . Then, any expression must not ontain an expression

1 2

with

att( 1 ) \ att( 2 ) 6= ;. We de ne elm( ) as the union of all the element name sets (the N in the
form N [x℄) appearing in the expression .

2.3 Semanti s
The semanti s of expressions with respe t to a grammar is des ribed by the relation of the form
G ` v 2 , whi h is read \value v onforms to expression under G." This relation is indu tively
de ned by the following rules.

8i: (a 2 N G ` v 2 G(x)) k  1 a 6= a for i 6= j
G ` a1 [v1 ℄ : : : a [v ℄ 2 N [x℄+
i

i

i

k

j

(T-AttRep)

k

a2N
G ` v 2 G(x)
G ` a[v℄ 2 N [x℄

(T-Att)

a2N
G ` v 2 G(x)
G ` a[v℄ 2 N [x℄

(T-Elm)

G`v2

or

1

G`v2

1j

G`v2

2

2

G ` v1 2 1
G ` v2 2
G ` v 1 v2 2 1 2

2

(T-Alt)
(T-Cat)

G`2

(T-Eps)

8i: G ` v 2
k1
G ` v1 : : : v 2 +

(T-Plu)

i

k

Note that rules T-Alt and T-Cat treat alternation and on atenation both in ompound expressions and element expressions.
3

Boolean and In lusion Algorithms

In this se tion, we present our algorithms for interse tion, di eren e, and in lusion for attributeelement grammars. For la k of spa e, the formalizations of the di eren e and the in lusion algorithma are left out here (but given in Appendix A.2 and A.3). The proofs of orre tness appear in
the full version of this paper [15℄.
3.1 Partitioning
The key te hnique in our algorithms is partitioning. Consider rst the following interse tion of
ompound expressions.

(a[x℄ j a[x℄) (b[x℄ j b[x℄) \ a[y℄ (b[y℄ j b[y℄)
6

(1)

How an we al ulate this interse tion? A naive algorithm would separate onstraints on attribute
sets and those on element sequen es
(a[x℄ b[x℄ j a[x℄ b[x℄ j a[x℄ b[x℄ j a[x℄ b[x℄)
\ (a[y℄ b[y℄ j a[y℄ b[y℄)
and ompute the interse tion of every pair of lauses on both sides. Su h use of \distributive
laws" makes the algorithm easily blow up. Fortunately, we an avoid it in typi al ases. Note
that ea h expression in the formula (1) is the on atenation of two subexpressions, where the left
subexpressions on both sides ontain the names a and a and the right subexpressions ontain the
di erent names b and b. In su h a ase, we an ompute interse tions of the left subexpressions
and of the right subexpressions separately, and on atenate the results:
((a[x℄ j a[x℄) \ a[y℄) ((b[x℄ j b[x℄) \ (b[y℄ j b[y℄))
The intuition behind why this works is that ea h \partitioned" expression an be regarded as
ross produ ts, and therefore the interse tion of the whole expressions an be done by interse ting
ea h orresponding pair of subexpressions. Note also that no subexpression is dupli ated by this
partitioning pro ess. Therefore the algorithm pro eeds linearly in the size of the inputs as long as
partitioning an be applied. This idea of splitting expressions into orthogonal parts was inspired
by Vouillon's unpublished work on shue expressions [26℄. We will dis uss the di eren e of our
work from his in Se tion 4.
For treating partitioning in our formalization, it is onvenient to view a nested on atenation of
expressions as a at on atenation and ignore empty sequen es (e.g., view ( 1 ( 2 ) ) 3 as 1 2 3 ).
In addition, we would like to treat expressions to be \partially ommutative," that is, on atenated 1 and 2 an be ex hanged if one of them is element-free. For example, the expression
a[x℄ (b[x℄ j b[x℄) is equal to (b[x℄ j b[x℄) a[x℄. On the other hand, (a[x℄ j a[x℄) (b[x℄ j b[x℄) is
not equal to (b[x℄ j b[x℄) (a[x℄ j a[x℄) sin e, this time, a[x℄ prevents su h an ex hange.
Formally, we identify expressions up to the relation  de ned as follows:  is the smallest
ongruen e relation in luding the following.
if elm( 1 ) = ;
1 2 
2 1
(
)

(
)
1 2 3
1 2 3





Now, ( 01 ; 001 ); : : : ; ( 0 ; 00 ) is a partition of 1 ; : : : ; if
k

k

k

= 0 00
for
S all i
S
(S att( 0 )) \ ( S att( 00 )) = ;
( elm( 0 )) \ ( elm( 00 )) = ;:
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

That is, ea h an be split into two subexpressions su h that the names ontained in all the
rst subexpressions are disjoint with those ontained in all the se ond subexpressions. We will use
partition of two expressions (k = 2) in the interse tion algorithm and that of an arbitrary number
of expressions in the di eren e. The partition is said proper when 0 < w( 0 ) < w( ) for some
i. Here, the fun tion w ounts the number of expressions that are on atenated at the top level
(ex ept ). That is, w() = 0, w( 1 2 ) = w( 1 ) + w( 2 ), and w( ) = 1 if 6=  and 6= 1 2 .
(Note that  preserves w.) This properness will be used for ensuring the boolean and in lusion
algorithms to make a progress.
i

i
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

inter(e; f )
inter(N [x℄+ ; d)
inter(N [x℄; d)
inter(N [x℄+ ; N [y℄+ )
inter(N [x℄; N [y℄+ )
inter(N [x℄; N [y℄)
inter( ; d)
if ( 1 ;
8) inter( 1 ( 2 j 3 ) 4 ; d)

= interreg (e; f )
= ;
(N \ att(d) = ;)
= ;
(N \ att(d) = ;)
= N [hx; y i℄+
= N [hx; y i℄
= N [hx; y i℄
= inter( 1 ; d1 ) inter( 2 ; d2 )
2 ); (d1 ; d2 ) is a proper partition of ; d
= inter( 1 2 4 ; d) j inter( 1 3 4 ; d)
In addition, rules 2, 3, 5, and 8 ea h have a symmetri rule.
Figure 1: Interse tion algorithm

3.2 Interse tion
Let grammars F on X and G on Y be given. We assume that F and G have been normalized. That is, the given grammars have already been transformed so that all name sets appearing in them are pair-wise either equal or disjoint. The reason for doing this is to simplify our
boolean and in lusion algorithms. For example, in omputing the interse tion N1 [x℄ N2 [x℄ \
N3 [y℄ N4 [y℄, if N1 and N2 are respe tively equal to N3 and N4 , then this interse tion is obvious. However, if these are overlapping in a non-trivial way (e.g., fa; bg[x℄ f ; dg[x℄ \ fa; g[y℄
fb; dg[y℄), it would require more work. An a tual algorithm for normalization is presented in
Appendix A.1.
Our interse tion algorithm is based on produ t onstru tion. From F and G, we ompute a
new grammar H on X  Y that satis es
H (hx; y i) = inter(F (x); G(y))
for all x 2 X and y 2 Y . The fun tion inter omputes an interse tion of ompound expressions.
It works roughly in the following way. We pro eed the omputation by progressively de omposing
the given ompound expressions. At some point, they be ome attribute-free. Then, we onvert
the expressions to element automata (de ned later), ompute an interse tion by using a variant of
the standard automata-based algorithm, and onvert ba k the result to an expression. Formally,
inter is de ned in Figure 1. The base ases are handled by rules 1 through 6, where ea h of the
arguments is either an element expression (as indi ated by the metavariables e or f ) or a singleor multi-attribute expressions. In rule 1, where both arguments are element expressions, we pass
them to another interse tion fun tion interreg spe ialized to element expressions. This fun tion
will be explained below. Rules 2 and 3 return ; sin e the argument expressions obviously denote
disjoint sets. Rule 4, 5, and 6 handle the ases where ea h argument is a single- or multi-attribute
expression with the same name set N . When both arguments are multi-attributes, rule 4 yields a
multi-attribute where the name set is N and the ontent is the interse tion of their ontents x and
y. When either argument is a single-attribute, rule 5 or 6 returns a single-attribute. (Note that,
in rules 4 to 6, normalization ensures that the name sets in the given expressions are equivalent.)
The indu tive ases are handled by rules 7 and 8. Rule 7 applies the partitioning te hnique already
explained. Rule 8 simply expands one union form appearing in the argument expressions.
Although it may not be obvious at rst sight, the presented rules over all the ases. To see
this, rst let us view ea h given expression as a sequen e of the form 1 : : : where ea h is
k
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either a multi-attribute N [x℄+ , a single-attribute N [x℄, a union 1 j 2 , or an element expression
e. There are two ases: (1) one of the two given expressions ontains at least one union or (2)
neither has a union. The rst ase is handled by rules 7 and 8. The a tual algorithm applies
rule 7 as often as possible, but rule 8 an always serve as fall ba ks. (One might think that ases
like  ( 1 j 2 )  are not handled. However, sin e, as stated in the previous subse tion, we identify
expressions up to asso iativity, partial ommutativity, and neutrality of , su h ases are already
handled by rule 8.) In the se ond ase, both of the given expressions are sequen es onsisting
of single- or multi-attributes and element expressions. The ase that both sequen es have width
zero or one is handled by rule 1 through 6. The remaining ase is therefore that either sequen e
has width two or more. By re alling that attributes are normalized, we an always nd a proper
partition for su h expressions; therefore this ase is handled by rule 7.
The interse tion fun tion interreg performs the following: (1) onstru t element automata M1
and M2 from element expressions e1 and e2 , (2) ompute the \produ t automaton" M from M1
and M2 , and (3) onvert M ba k to an element expression e. Element automata are de ned as
follows. First, an automaton M on an alphabet  is a tuple (Q; qinit ; Q n ; Æ) where Q is a nite
set of states, qinit 2 Q is an initial state, Q n  Q is a set of nal states, and Æ  Q    Q is a
transition relation [14℄. Then, an element automaton is an automaton over fN [x℄ j N 2 S; x 2 X g,
where S is a set of name sets and X is a set of variables. Sin e well-known onversion algorithms
between automata and regular expressions an dire tly be used for the ase of element automata
and element expressions by assuming N [x℄ as symbols, we use them for (1) and (3) parts of the
interreg fun tion.
The produ t onstru tion for element automata (used for the (2) part of interreg ) is slightly different from the standard one. Usually, produ t onstru tion generates, from two transitions with the
same label in the input automata, a new transition with that label in the output automaton. In our
ase, we generate, from a transition with label N [x℄ and another with label N [y℄, a new transition
with label N [hx; y i℄. Formally, given two element automata M = (Q ; qinit ; Q n ; Æ ) on fN [x℄ j N 2
S; x 2 X g (i = 1; 2), the produ t of M1 and M2 is an automaton (Q1  Q2; hq1init ; q2init i; Q1 n  Q2 n ; Æ)
on fN [hx1 ; x2 i℄ j N 2 S; x1 2 X1 ; x2 2 X2 g where
Æ = f (hq1 ; q2 i; N [hx1 ; x2 i℄; hq10 ; q20 i) j (q ; N [x ℄; q0 ) 2 Æ for i = 1; 2g:
(Note that we use here the assumption that the name sets of elements in the given grammars have
been normalized.)
We an prove the following expe ted property for our interse tion algorithm.
Theorem 1 Let H (hx; y i) = inter(F (x); G(y)). Then, inter( ; d) = b implies that H ` v 2 b i
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

F

`v2

i

i

i

and G ` v 2 d.

The interse tion algorithm takes at most a quadrati time in the numbers of variables in the
given grammars. However, for ea h pair of variables, it takes an exponential time in the size of the
expressions assigned to the variables in the worst ase, where the fun tion needs to fully expand the
expressions by using rule 8. There is no other exponential fa tor in this algorithm. (The fun tion
interreg an be omputed in a polynomial time sin e ea h of the three steps is polynomial.)
3.3 Di eren e
3.3.1 Restri tions

Our expressions, as they are de ned as in Se tion 2, do not have losure under di eren e. The kinds
of expressions that break the losure are single-attributes N [x℄ and multi-attributes N [x℄+ where
9

N is in nite (in both ases). For single-attributes, onsider the di eren e N [any℄ n N [any℄

(where N is the name set ontaining all names). This would mean zero, two, or more attributes
with any name and any ontent. However, \two or more" is not expressible in our framework. For
multi-attributes, onsider the di eren e N [any℄+ n N [x℄+ where N is in nite. The resulting
expression should satisfy the following. Ea h value in it has a set of attributes all with names from
N . But at least one of them has a ontent not satisfying x. The expression N [x℄+ is not a right
answer be ause it requires all attributes to have ontents not satisfying x.
For this reason, we impose two synta ti restri tions. First, the name set of a single-attribute
expression must be a singleton. Note that, with this restri tion, we an still represent the ase
where N is nite1: when N = fa1 ; : : : ; a g
k

N [x℄  a1 [x℄ j : : : j a [x℄
k

On the other hand, the ase that N is in nite is not expressible. We onsider, however, that this
restri tion is a eptable from pra ti al point of view sin e an in nite name set is usually used for
representing \arbitrary names from a spe i name spa e" and one naturally wants an arbitrary
number of attributes from su h a name set. The se ond restri tion is that the ontent of a multiattribute expression must be a distinguished variable any a epting any values. We assume that
any given grammar G has the following mapping.
G(any) = N [any℄ N [any℄

We an still represent the ase where N is nite and the ontent is not any: when N = fa1 ; : : : ; a g,
we an apply the normalization pro edure (Appendix A.1) with the shredded set ffa1 g; : : : ; fa gg.
On the other hand, we annot handle the ase where N is in nite and the ontent is not any.
However, this restri tion seems reasonable sin e an open s hema typi ally wants both the name
and the ontent to be generi |making only the ontent spe i seems rather unnatural.
k

k

3.3.2 Algorithm

The di eren e algorithm is similar to the interse tion algorithm sin e it uses partitioning, but it
is somewhat more ompli ated be ause of the need to apply subset onstru tion at the same time.
To see this, onsider the following di eren e.
a[x℄ b[x℄ n (a[y℄ b[y℄ j a[z ℄ b[z ℄)
First of all, note that ea h of the left expression and the right expressions under the union an
be partitioned to the one with a and the one with b; these omponents an be regarded as
orthogonal. We pro eed the di eren e by rst subtra ting a[y℄ b[y℄ from a[x℄ b[x℄. This
yields
(a[x℄ n a[y℄) b[x℄ j a[x℄ (b[x℄ n b[y℄):
That is, we obtain the union of two expressions, one resulting from subtra ting the rst omponent
and the other resulting from subtra ting the se ond. This an be understood by observing that \a
value a[v℄b[w℄ being not in a[y℄b[y℄" means \either a[v℄ being not in a[y℄ or b[w℄ being
not in b[y℄." Now, ba k to the original di eren e al ulation, we next subtra t the se ond lause
1

RELAX NG adopts this restri tion of niteness.
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a[z ℄ b[z ℄ from the above result. Performing a similar subtra tion, we obtain:
(a[x℄ n (a[y℄ j a[z ℄))
j (a[x℄ n a[y℄)
j (a[x℄ n a[z℄)
j a[x℄

b[x℄
(b[x℄ n b[z ℄)
(b[x℄ n b[y℄)
(b[x℄ n (b[y℄ j b[z ℄))
Thus, the original goal of di eren e has redu ed to the ombination of the subgoals of di eren e.
Let us onsider only the rst di eren e (a[x℄ n (a[y℄ j a[z ℄)) sin e the other are similar. Sin e all
expressions appearing here are single-attributes with a, the result is obviously a single-attribute
with a. What is less obvious is that its ontent is the di eren e between the variable x and
the \union" of the variables y and z . In general, given two grammars, we have to ompute the
di eren e between a variable from one grammar and a set of variables from the other grammar.
This is why the algorithm involves subset onstru tion.
3.4 In lusion
One way of de iding in lusion is to ompute a di eren e and then test the emptiness of the result. In
this approa h, we would need the the restri tions des ribed in the previous se tion sin e otherwise
di eren e is not omputable. Below, we show a slight variation of this approa h that does not
require these restri tions. The idea is to ompute, in the rst step, an expression that denotes
\approximately" the di eren e but whose emptiness is exa tly the same as the di eren e. We all
this approximate di eren e residual.
By dropping the restri tions, we need to additionally treat (1) single-attributes with in nite
name sets and (2) multi-attributes with in nite name sets and non-any ontent. A ordingly, our
residual algorithm must handle the following two tri ky ases.
The rst ase is when we subtra t single- or multi-attributes from a single-attribute, where all
the name sets are N (whi h is possibly in nite) and the ontents x and y's are not ne essarily any.

N [x℄ n (N [y1 ℄+ j : : : j N [y ℄+ j N [y +1 ℄ j : : : j N [y ℄)
l

l

k

(2)

Sin e the left hand side ontains only values with width one, we an restri t the right hand side to
values with width one. Thus, we an transform (2) as follows
N [x℄ n (N [y1 ℄ j : : : j N [y ℄)
k

whi h is equivalent to

N [x n (y1 j : : : j y )℄:
The se ond ase is when we subtra t single- or multi-attributes from a multi-attribute.
k

N [x℄+ n (N [y1 ℄+ j : : : j N [y ℄+ j N [y +1 ℄ j : : : j N [y ℄)
l

l

k

(3)

We simplify this formula in two steps. First, sin e the left hand side is a multi-attribute, only
multi-attributes on the right hand side an ontribute in overing the values on the left hand side.
In other words, if the multi-attributes on the right hand side annot over the left hand side, then
adding single-attributes makes no di eren e. Therefore we an drop single-attributes from the right
hand side:
N [x℄+ n (N [y1 ℄+ j : : : j N [y ℄+ )
(4)
l
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The se ond step transforms this to the following
a1 [x n y1 ℄+ : : : a [x n y ℄+
(5)
where a1 ; : : : ; a are arbitrary di erent names taken from N . We an see that the emptinesses of
(4) and (5) are the same. Suppose that (5) is empty. Then, we an say x  y for some i, and
therefore N [x℄+  N [y ℄+ , whi h implies that (4) is empty. The other dire tion holds sin e (5)
is equal to or smaller than (4). Indeed, take an arbitrary instan e from the bottom
a1 [v1 ℄ : : : a [v ℄
where
v1 2 (x n y1 ) : : : v 2 (x n y ):
+
This value is in N [x℄ sin e all v's are taken from x, but is not in either of N [y ℄+ sin e v is
not from y .
Note that the last tri k works only when N is \big enough"|that is, the ardinality of N is
equal to or larger than l. As a ounterexample, the following holds
fa; bg[x℄+ n (fa; bg[y1 ℄+ j fa; bg[y2 ℄+ j fa; bg[y3 ℄+ ) = ;
where x, y1 , y2 , and y3 ea h denote the following nite sets:
l

l

l

i

i

l

l

l

l

i

i

i

fv1 ; v2 ; v3 g fv1 ; v2 g fv2 ; v3 g fv3 ; v1g
Note that, even though x ontains three values, the name set fa; bg allows the left hand side
fa; bg[x℄+ to generate only values of width at most two. All su h values are overed by the right
hand side. However, the transformation from (4) to (5) does not work sin e we annot take three
di erent names from the set fa; bg. In the ase that a multi-attribute has a nite name set, we
break it into a ombination of single-attribute expressions with a singleton name set and apply the
rule for single-attributes.
4

Related Work

Our study on attribute onstraints has a strong relationship to type theories for re ord values
(i.e., nite mappings from labels to values). Early papers presenting type systems for re ord
types do not onsider the union operator and therefore no su h ompli ation arises as in our ase.
(A omprehensive survey of lassi al re ords an be found in [13℄.) Buneman and Pier e have
investigated re ord types with the union operator [5℄. Their system does not, however, have any
me hanism similar to our multi-attribute expressions or re ursion. Fris h, Castagna, and Benzaken
[12℄ have designed a typed XML pro essing language CDu e that supports attribute types based
on re ords. Although the des riptive power of their types is the same as ours, type expressions to
represent interdependen y between attributes and elements are exponentially larger than ours sin e
they do not allow mixture of element and attribute onstraints. The DSD s hema language [20℄,
designed by Klarlund, Mller, and S hwartzba h, an also express the kinds of attribute-element
interdependen ies dis ussed here. However, this s hema language is not losed under interse tion or
omplementation. Its des endent DSD2 [22℄ has the expressiveness of on ern and is losed under
boolean operations.
In his unpublished work, Vouillon has onsidered an algorithm for he king the in lusion relation
between shue expressions [26℄. His strategy of progressively de omposing given expressions to two
12

orthogonal parts made mu h in uen e on our boolean and in lusion algorithms. The di eren e is
that his algorithm dire tly answers yes or no without onstru ting new grammars like our ase,
and therefore does not in ur the ompli ation of swit hing ba k and forth between the expression
representation and the automata representation.
Another important algorithmi problem related s hemas is validation. There have been several
validation algorithms proposed for attribute-element onstraints. One is designed and implemented
by Clark [7℄ based on derivatives of regular expressions [4, 1℄. Another is presented by Hosoya and
Murata using so- alled attribute-element automata [16℄.
5

Future work

In this paper, we have presented our interse tion, di eren e, and in lusion algorithms. We have
already implemented them in the XDu e language [17℄. For the examples that we have tried,
the performan e seems quite reasonable. We plan to olle t and analyze data obtained from the
experiment on the algorithms in the near future. We also feel that we need some theoreti al
hara terization of the algorithms. In parti ular, our algorithms ontain potentials of blow up in
many pla es. Although our implementation te hniques presented in the full version of this paper
[15℄ have been suÆ ient for our examples, one would like to have some more on den e.
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Addendum algorithm formalizations

A.1 Name set normalization
Let fN1 ; : : : ; N g be the set of name sets appearing in given grammars. (When we are given two
grammars, this set in ludes all the names both in the grammars.) From this, we generate a set of
k
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disjoint name sets by the following shred fun tion. (Here, ℄ is the disjoint union.)
8 fN g [ shred(S ) n f;g
>
>
S S) = ;
>
if
N
\
(
>
<
S
shred(fN g ℄ S ) = > fN n ( S )g[
shred(fN 0 \ N j N 0 2 S g)[
>
>
0
0 S g) n f;g
>
: shred(fN n N j N 2otherwise
shred(;)

= ;
That is, we pi k one member N from the input set. If this member is already disjoint with any
other member, we ontinue shredding for the remaining set S . Otherwise, we rst divide ea h name
set N 0 in S into the disjoint sets N 0 \ N and N 0 n N . We separately shred all the name sets of the
rst form and those of the se ond form. We then ombine the results from these and the name set
obtained by subtra ting all the members in S from N . As an example, this fun tion shreds the set
ffa; bg; fb; g; fa; gg in the following way.
shred(ffa; bg; fb; g; fa; gg)
= ffagg [ shred(ffbg; fagg) [ shred(ff gg)
= ffagg [ ffbgg [ ffagg [ ff gg
= ffag; fbg; f gg
This fun tion may blow up sin e the \otherwise" ase above uses two re ursive alls to shred where
the size of the arguments do not ne essarily de rease by half. (Indeed, we an easily onstru t an
initial set fN1 ; : : : ; N g su h that every N is not disjoint with and not a subset of the union of
the other name sets. For this set, the shred fun tion takes O(2 ) time and returns a set of size
O(2 ).) However, this does not seem to happen
in pra ti e sin e the initial name sets are usually
S
mostly disjoint and therefore the ase N \ ( S ) = ; is taken in most of the time.
Having omputed a shredded set S = shred(fN1 ; : : : ; N g), we next repla e every o urren e
of the form N [x℄, N [x℄+ , or N [x℄ with an expression that ontains only name sets in S . We
obtain su h an expression by using the following norm fun tion.
norm (;[x℄)
= ;
0
norm ((N ℄ N )[x℄)
=
N [x℄ j norm (N 0 [x℄) (N 2 S )
i

k

k

k

k

S

S

S

norm (;[x℄+ )
= ;
norm ((N ℄ N 0 )[x℄+ ) =
N [x℄+ j (( j N [x℄+ ) norm (N 0 [x℄+ )) (N 2 S )
S

S

S

norm (;[x℄)
= ;
norm ((N ℄ N 0 )[x℄) =
N [x℄ j norm (N 0 [x℄) (N 2 S )
In the spe ial ase that a given N [x℄+ is unioned with , we an transform it to a somewhat
S

S

S

simpler form as follows.

norm0 (;[x℄+ j )
= 
norm0 ((N ℄ N 0 )[x℄+ j ) =
(N [x℄+ j ) norm0 (N 0 [x℄+ j ) (N 2 S )
S

S

S
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

(e; ff1 ; : : : ; f g)
( ; fN [y℄+ g ℄ D)
(N [x℄+ ; fdg ℄ D)
(a[x℄; fa[y1 ℄; : : : ; a[y ℄g)
(N [any℄+ ; fN [any℄+ g)
( ; fd1 ; : : : ; d g)

di
di
di
di
di
di

k

k

=
=
=
=
=
=

di reg (e; f1 j : : : j f )
di ( ; D)
di (N [x℄+ ; D)
a[hx; fy1 ; : : : ; y gi℄
k

(att( ) \ N = ;)
(N \ att(d) = ;)

k

;
j f1

( 0 ; fd0 j i 2 I g)
di ( 00 ; fd00 j i 2 f1; : : : ; kg n I g)
00
0
00
0
00
0
if ( ; ); (d1 ; d1 ); : : : ; (d ; d ) is a proper partition of ; d1 ; : : : ; d
7) di ( 1 ( 2 j 3 ) 4 ; D)
= di ( 1 2 4 ; D) j di ( 1 3 4 ; D)
8) di ( ; fd1 (d2 j d3 ) d4 g ℄ D)
= di ( ; fd1 d2 d4 ; d1 d3 d4 g ℄ D)
k

I

;:::;k

g di

i

i

k

k

k

Figure 2: Di eren e algorithm
This spe ialized rule is important sin e the straightforward form of on atenations yielded by the
rule gives more opportunities to the partitioning te hnique, ompared to the omplex form yielded
by the general rule, where unions and on atenations are nested ea h other. In our experien e,
N [x℄+ almost always appears in the form N [x℄+ j  sin e the user typi ally writes zero or more
repetitions rather than one or more.
The worst- ase omplexity of the whole normalization pro edure is as follows. Suppose that
there are n o urren es of atomi form (N [x℄, N [x℄+ , or N [x℄) in the given grammars. Sin e
there are at most n di erent name sets, shredding takes O(2 ) and returns a set of size O(2 ) at
most. Sin e we apply the norm or norm0 fun tion for ea h o urren e of atomi form and ea h
takes linear time in the size of the shredded set, the whoel normalization takes O(2 ) and results
in grammars of size O(2 ) in the worst ase.
n

n

n

n

A.2 Di eren e algorithm
Let grammars F on X and G on Y be given and have been normalized simultaneously, as before.
The di eren e between F and G is to ompute a new grammar H on X  P (Y ) that satis es
H (hx; Z i) = di (F (x); fG(y) j y 2 Z g)
for all x 2 X and Z  Y . The fun tion di takes a ompound expression and a set of ompound
expressions d and returns a di eren e between and the union of d 's. The de nition of this
fun tion is presented in Figure 2. (Here, D ranges over sets of ompound expressions and ℄ is
the disjoint union.) The base ases are handled by rules 1 through 5. As before, when all the
arguments are element expressions, rule 1 passes them to the di eren e fun tion di reg (explained
below). Rules 2 and 3 remove, from the set in the se ond argument, an expression that is disjoint
with the rst argument. Rule 4 handles that all expressions in the arguments are single-attributes.
Note that, by the above-mentioned restri tion, the name set is a singleton. Rule 5 handles that all
expressions are multi-attributes. Sin e the ontent is any as required by the restri tion, the rule
returns the empty set expression.
The indu tive ases are handled by rule 6 through 8. Rules 7 and 8 expand one union form in the
argument expressions. Rule 6 is applied when all the arguments an be partitioned altogether. The
omplex formula involving \for all subsets I  f1; : : : ; kg" on the right hand side is a generalization
of the dis ussion made in the beginning of this se tion. This \subsetting" te hnique has repeatedly
been used in the literature. Interested readers are referred to [19, 18, 12℄.
i

i
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The fun tion di reg is analogous to the fun tion interreg already shown: it onstru ts element
automata M1 and M2 from element expressions e1 and e2 , then omputes the \di eren e automaton" M from M1 and M2 , and nally onverts M ba k to an element expression e. The onstru tion
of di eren e automata uses both produ t and subset onstru tion. Given two element automata
M = (Q ; qinit ; Q n ; Æ ) on fN [x℄ j N 2 S; x 2 X g (i = 1; 2), the di eren e of M1 and M2 is an
automaton (Q; qinit ; Q n ; Æ) on fN [hx1 ; Y2 i℄ j N 2 S; x1 2 X1 ; Y2  X2 g where:
i

i

i

i

i

i

= Q1  P (Q2 )
= hI1 ; fI2 gi
= fhq1 ; P i j q1 2 F1 and P  Q2 and P \ F2 6= ;g
=
f (hq1 ; fp1 ; : : : ; p gi; N [hx1 ; fy1 ; : : : ; y gi℄; hq10 ; fp01 ; : : : ; p0 gi) j
(q1 ; N [x1 ℄; q10 ) 2 Æ1 and
f(p1 ; N [y1 ℄; q10 ); : : : ; (p ; N [y ℄; q0 )g  Æ2 g
We an prove the following property expe ted for the di eren e algorithm.
Q
qinit
Qn
Æ

k

k

k

k

k

k

Theorem 2 Let H (hx; Z i) = di (F (x); fG(y) j y 2 Z g). Then di ( ; D) = b implies that
H ` v 2 b i F ` v 2 and G ` v 62 d for all d 2 D.

The worst- ase omplexity of the di eren e algorithm is as follows. It is linear in the size of

dom(F ) and exponential in the size of dom(G). For ea h pair hx; Z i, the omputation of the
di fun tion takes an exponential time in the size of the rst argument and a double exponential

time in the size of the se ond argument. There are two exponential fa tors. The rst omes from
that the given expressions may have to be fully expanded by rules 7 or 8 in the worst ase. This
fa tor applies to both arguments. The se ond exponential fa tor, whi h applies only to the se ond
argument, omes from subset onstru tion performed in rules 1 and 6.
A.3 In lusion algorithm
Let grammars F on X and G on Y be given and have been normalized simultaneously. The
\residual" between F and G is a grammar H on X  P (Y ) that satis es
H (hx; Z i) = resid(F (x); fG(y) j y 2 Z g)

for all x 2 X and Z  Y . The fun tion resid takes a ompound expression and a set of ompound
expressions d and returns an expression whose emptiness is the same as the di eren e between
and the union of d 's. The de nition of the fun tion resid is given in Figure 3. Here, we assume
that N in the form N [x℄+ is an in nite set. We an prove the following expe ted properties.
i

i

Theorem 3 Let H (hx; Z i) = resid(F (x); fG(y) j y 2 Z g). Then resid( ; D) = b implies that
H ` v 2 b for some v i F ` w 2 and G ` w 62 d for all d 2 D for some w.

Emptiness test an be formalized as follows. Given a grammar H , we ompute a series of (total)
fun tions 0 ; 1 ; : : : from the variables in dom(H ) to booleans, as de ned below.
0 (x) = false
 (x) = nemp(H (x))
i
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i

1

20 )
30 )
4)
5)

resid( ; fN [y℄g ℄ Dg) = resid( ; D)
(att( ) \ N = ;)
resid(N [x℄; fdg ℄ D) = resid(N [x℄; D)
(N \ att(d) = ;)
resid(N [x℄; fN [y1 ℄+ ; : : : ; N [y ℄+ ; N [y +1 ℄; : : : ; N [y ℄g) = N [hx; fy1 ; : : : ; y gi℄
resid(N [x℄+ ; fN [y1 ℄+ ; : : : ; N [y ℄+ ; N [y +1 ℄; : : : ; N [y ℄g)
= a1 [hx; fy1 gi℄+ : : : a [hx; fy gi℄+
(a 2 N and a 6= a for i 6= j )
l

l

l

l

k

l

k

k

i

l

i

j

In addition, we transfer rules 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 of di (with the fun tion symbol di repla ed
by resid) to here. (Rule 1 still uses the fun tion di reg for element expressions.)
Figure 3: Residual algorithm
where the fun tion nemp is indu tively de ned as follows.
= (N 6= ;) ^ (x)
= (N 6= ;) ^ (x)
= (N 6= ;) ^ (x)
= true
= nemp( 1 ) ^ nemp( 2 )
= nemp( 1 ) _ nemp( 2 )
= nemp( )
Intuitively, nemp returns whether the given expression is non-empty, assuming the non-emptiness
of ea h variable appearing in the expression to be des ribed by . We rst assume that every
variable is empty. Then, we repeatedly \update" the assumption by omputing the non-emptiness
of ea h variable under the previous assumption, until we rea h the xpoint. Thus, the answer is
 su h that  (x) =  1 (x) for all x.
nemp(N [x℄+ )
nemp(N [x℄)
nemp(N [x℄+ )
nemp()
nemp( 1 2 )
nemp( 1 j 2 )
nemp( + )

n

n

n

Theorem 4 nemp( ) = true if and only if H ` v 2 for some v.
n

Sin e the stru ture of the in lusion algorithm is similar to the di eren e, the worst- ase omplexity is the same. The emptiness test presented above is quadrati (in the size of the number
of variables). However, we believe that it an be made linear by hoosing an appropriate data
stru ture (similarly to tree automata emptiness [9℄).
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